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Goals for Workshop

• Help you measure the economic impacts of local 
food investments;

• Share best practices, community case studies and 
applied research;

• Support rigorous assessments of food system 
activities;

• Develop a roadmap to evaluate potential 
contributions and/or impacts.

Purpose and Objectives: to train UF-IFAS extension agents 
and allied professionals in understanding and conducting 
economic assessments of local food systems



Day 1, March 20, 1-5pm

• 1:00 Welcome, introductions and overview of agenda 
– Alan Hodges and Danielle Treadwell

• 1:15     The Local Food Economics Toolkit 
– Ken Keck, USDA-Agricultural Marketing Service

• 1:30 Module 1: Framing your assessment process: 
– Dawn Thilmany, and David Hughes, University of Tennessee

• 2:00 Modules 2 and 3: Telling a story with good data

• 3:15     Module 4: Engaging your community 
– Harry Crissy, Monroe County Extension

• 3:45     Break

• 4:00     Talking to consumers about locally grown food
– (Joy Rumble, UF-Public Issues Education Center, Local Food Curriculum Module 6)

• 4:45    Questions, wrap-up 5pm    Adjourn--dinner on your own

Training Workshop Agenda



• Day 2, March 21, 8am-noon

• 8:00 Review of lessons learned on Day 1 (Alan Hodges)

• 8:15     Module 5: Analyzing the linkages and economic 
contributions of local foods 

– Dawn Thilmany

• 9:00 Modules 6 & 7 How to Frame and/or Identify a Good Study

– David Hughes

• 9:30     Break

• 9:45 Group learning exercise: report findings to general group

– Led by UF and Toolkit Team Members

• 11:00 Questions and discussion

• 11:30 Evaluation (Alan Hodges)

• 12:00 Adjourn--lunch on your own

Training Workshop Agenda



INTRODUCTIONS FROM AUDIENCE

NAME ONE PROJECT OR COMMUNITY 
GOAL YOU WOULD L IKE  TO FOCUS YOUR 

LEARNING ON

……WHAT IS  ONE INTERESTING 
DIMENSION OF THAT GOAL/CASE?

Who is Here?
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The Toolkit Team: Dawn Thilmany, Coordinator 

• David Conner, University of Vermont

• Steve Deller, University of Wisconsin

• David Hughes, University of Tennessee

• Ken Meter and Megan Phillips 
Goldenberg, Crossroads Resource Center

• Alfonso Morales, University of Wisconsin

• Todd Schmit, Cornell University

• David Swenson, Iowa State University

• Allie Bauman, Rebecca Hill, Becca 
Jablonski, Colorado State University

• Debra Tropp, Jeffrey O’Hara, Carlos 
Coleman, Ken  Keck  and Samantha 
Schaffstall, USDA Agricultural Marketing 
Service



Why Did USDA AMS Sponsor the 

Toolkit?

Consumer demand for locally-produced 
food – currently estimated by USDA at nearly 
$9 billion – is creating new business 
opportunities for farmers and ranchers.

Community stakeholders are beginning to 
recognize that local food systems can be a 
major contributor to community and 
economic development.  

However, much evidence to date has been 
anecdotal or limited in scope.
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Why Did USDA AMS Sponsor the 

Toolkit?

Begs questions: 

How do we more accurately measure the impact 

of local food system investments? 

How do we help community stakeholders make 

the economic case for local food when 

communicating with local decision makers?

How do we ensure greater uniformity and 

compatibility in local food research studies going 

forward, to allow for greater cross-comparisons?
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What the Toolkit offers:

 Provides a comprehensive, accessible overview of the 

economic impact literature for local food systems. 

 Benefits to researchers:

 Lots of work had been done on regional/State levels, 

but previous efforts had rarely been integrated or 

compared.

Reflects unique ability of USDA/AMS to recruit a 

multidisciplinary team of leading national researchers to 

share their research expertise and real-world field 
experiences.

 Encourages adoption of more uniform, transparent and 
rigorous research methodologies.
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Why Did USDA AMS Sponsor the 

Toolkit?

 Benefits to communities:

 Translates the latest academic results and research into lay terms.

 Provides points of entry to stakeholders at all levels of expertise.

 Proven methods and examples that can help guide your community-
based local foods assessment.

 Guidance on how to structure a local food study so that it best reflects 

your community’s priorities and needs. 

 Better grasp of the potential – and the limitations – of input/output 

analysis for evaluating economic impact 

 Equips stakeholders to gain more broad-based support for local food 
projects by gathering robust evidence.

 Empowers communities to become more competitive in securing 

Federal grants by enabling them to more accurately estimate project 

benefits and tradeoffs.
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What You Can Expect from the Toolkit

Guidance on:
 Framing and structuring local food assessments

 Defining geographic boundaries to yield meaningful 
results 

 Methods for collecting primary data

 Accessing and interpreting secondary data

 Selecting appropriate indicators of success;

 Developing and using local multiplier effects to estimate 
economic impact 

 Customizing input/output (IMPLAN) software to best 
examine local food activities
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Structure of the Toolkit

 Covers two stages of planning: 

(1) Assessment 

(2) Evaluation                               

 Modules 1-4: 

 Guide the preliminary stages of an economic impact 

assessment - framing the study, relevant economic activities, 

and collecting and analyzing relevant primary and secondary 

data.

 Modules 5-7: 

 Overview of technical set of practices, including using 

information collected for a more rigorous analysis using 

input/output (IMPLAN) software. 
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FRAMING AN EFFECTIVE ASSESSMENT 
TEAM AND PROJECT

MODULE 1

Integrating the Community’s Voice 
into your Assessment…

March 2017



Emerging Work on Food Systems

 Growing public interest in regionally-
focused food systems 

 (Low et al, 2015; Martinez et al., 2010; Union of 
Concerned Scientists, 2013). 

 New USDA-sponsored toolkit to assess the 
economic impacts of these food system 
innovations

 Initial results on first phases of a meta-
analysis of secondary data and food system 
projects across the country that can be 
evaluated with economic assessment tools
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Good Food Central Florida Mission:

 GFCF advocates for policies and programs 
that support a healthy equitable and 
economically viable food system. We seek 
to: 

 Create access to and understanding of the foods 
that promote health; 

 Educate the public about our regional food system;  

 Foster collaboration and build capacity among all 
sectors of the local farm-to-table network 
(consumers, distributors, government, growers, 
non-profits, retailers, processors and waste 
recyclers).
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Processing Goal 1:

 Strategies:
 Conduct primary and 

secondary research 
addressing the Orange 
County food processing 
system and identify key 
barriers.

 Identify optimal processing 
locations and appropriate 
zoning performance criteria 
for local food processing.

 Participate in several policy 
development sessions to 
increase healthy sustainable 
local processing.

 Identify and research at 
least five regulatory or 
institutional barriers in 
the local Orange County 
food processing system 
and share these findings 
with food policy council 
members by December 
31, 2016

 http://www.goodfoodcfl.org/about/
interim-one-year-plan/
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Critical Resources Goal 1: Improve senior food 
access through a comprehensive approach, 

 Starting to 
strengthen 
sustainable and 
healthy senior 
food security 
within the next 
three to four 
years

 Support the expansion of nutrition 
education programming for seniors.

 Support the establishment of 
expanded senior feeding programs in 
the Orange County area.

 Encourage the creation of a broad 
senior provider coalition.

 Support the implementation of senior 
food security demonstration projects 
or programs.

 Support the Florida Department of 
Agriculture in their move to secure 
the Community Supplemental Food 
Program (CFSP) in the state of 
Florida.

March 2017



Module 1: Structuring the Assessment:
Framing and Scoping

 Food System initiatives are diverse.

 Place based nature is key to success in meeting local 
needs

 Be clear about scale and scope.

 You may want to assess the entire food system OR 
you may want to understand and enhance one 
segment/sector – e.g., improve market access for 
small scale producers

 Know your human and financial resources.

 Graphics can help you frame and scope.

Module 1 March 2017



This is an Iterative Process

Plan

ActReflect

March 2017Module 1



A Strong Team is Key

 Imagine what this team will have to tackle!
 Perspective MATTERS

 Every assessment needs a “steering 
committee”

 Try to find a representative for each relevant 
sector, geographic region, and/or desired 
skill set.
 PERSPECTIVE MATTERS!
 If you can’t find a representative for each sector, 

region, or skill set, then you’ve already learned 
something about your food system.

 Keep in mind folks will fall off or join up, so logistics 
matter…

Module 1 March 2017



Assemble a Team

 Does the team possess the necessary skills? 

 Do you need to hire a facilitator? Rotate the work?

 Can the local university or Extension office provide 
assistance?

 Policy analyst/advocate, data analyst

 GIS mapping background, strong writers, 

relevant language and cultural knowledge, 

public speakers, graphic design, etc. 

 Enlist your “analyst” upfront

March 2017Module 1



Module 1: Graphics and 
Framing

 At a small scale…

 Diagnoses…

 Motivates...

 Predicts...

Fond du Lac, Wisconsin
Used with permission
USDA AFRI 2014-68006-21857
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Module 1: Graphics and Framing

March 2017

 Prompts systems thinking

USDA AFRI 2011-68004-30044
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Identifying the Study Parameters and Priorities

Setting the Stage:

 What is the goal of the study?  You have these!

 How will you measure success? Multifaceted!

 Small Group exercise later

 Different measurement modes

 Who cares about your results? How will they 

use the information?

 What might MOTIVATE others? Example in 
Module 4 discussion 

Module 1 March 2017



SECONDARY & PRIMARY DATA 
COLLECTION

MODULES 2&3

Collecting Data

March 2017



Module 1: Graphics and Framing

March 2017

 Prompts systems thinking
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Module 2: Secondary Data

 Discussion of available secondary data and 
examples of how it is used in assessments.
 Advantages of using what is already available first.

 Data in this space is changing – new local foods census.

 Toolkit provides list of most relevant secondary 
data sources (divided by supply chain), including 
key characteristics and limitations

 http://www.localfoodeconomics.com/appendices/

Module 2

http://www.localfoodeconomics.com/appendices/


Use Secondary Data First

 Secondary data was compiled by 
someone else and is now available to 
you:

 U.S. Census

 Census of Agriculture

 Use available data before investing in 
new research.

 Each data set has strengths and 
drawbacks.

Module 2



Value of Secondary Data

 Abundant information is available from 
local, state, Federal, and private sources, 
usually free. 

 Provides essential insights rather 
rapidly.

 Typically in standard formats.

 Often comparable across regions and 
across time.

Module 2



One example: BLS Consumer Expenditures

 BLS Consumer Expenditure Survey 

 Posts annual reports at www.bls.gov/cex

 Categorizes the survey results by income level, 
region, race, ethnicity and other relevant attributes.

 For example, you can look up how much money 
was spent buying food each year by an average 
household in one particular region of the country.

 This allows you to calculate a reasonable 
approximation of the amount residents of your 
community spend each year.

Module 2
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Module 2: Secondary Data

 Example: BLS Consumer Expenditure Survey
 Includes interviews from ~120,000 households/year.

 Tracks what households spend for consumer purchases.

Total food purchased by households $83.3

Beef $2.4

Pork $1.9

Other meats $1.3

Poultry $2.0

Fish and seafood $1.7

Eggs $0.7

Example expenditure data for a small city ($ millions)

Module 2



Case Study 2: ERS Food Consumption

 USDA ERS Food Availability
 http://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/food-availability-(per-capita)-

data-system.aspx

 National estimate of per capita 
consumption.

 Calculated by taking into account 
production, imports, exports, waste, & 
other uses.

 Reported annually.

Module 2
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ERS Food Consumption for One 
County

Pounds

Artichokes 601,675 

Asparagus 765,397 

Dry Beans 2,709,407 

Dry Peas 519,580 

Beans, Lima 166,612 

Beans, Snap 3,088,786 

Beets 268,300 

Broccoli 4,413,798 

Module 2



Mapping Expenditures: Colorado

Module 2

https://co.foodmarketmaker.com/

https://co.foodmarketmaker.com/




Consumer Spending & Health Outcomes

Report area

Average 

expenditures 

(USD)

Percent of food-at-home

expenditures

Front 

Range
$830.21 13.02%

Colorado $805.14 13.07%



MarketMaker as a Secondary and/or 
Primary Data



Community Commons

https://maps.communitycommons.org/viewer/



Components of the Marketing Bill-2012

Module 2
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Farmer’s Share of Retail Price: by Food Group
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Farm-to-Retail Price Spread



Costs in Different Market Channels

Source: Chase, Pricing for Profit: 
http://www.agmrc.org/business_development/operating_a_business/direct_marketing/articles/pricing-for-
profit

Module 2
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Module 2

 The expected selling price at the farmer’s market is $3.00 per pound on 
average over the entire season.

 The price mark-up goal for taking produce to the farmers’ market or the 
institutional market is 100 percent. 

 The comparable institutional market is a natural food store selling local 
tomatoes for $3.00 per pound. Their desired gross margin is 30 percent on 
produce so they are willing to pay no more than $2.10 per pound.



Complementary NIFA Research 
Project 

 Characterizes a “typology” of new small and mid-
size farm business models &  local/regional food 
value chains. 

 How the new models may differentially interact with 
local economic dynamics….watch for benchmarks this 
year!

http://www.localfoodeconomics.com/benchmarks

http://www.localfoodeconomics.com/benchmarks


Change in Direct Food Sales by U.S. Farms
1997 - 2002

Map by Ken Meter 2005

Module 2



Module 3: Primary Data Collection

http://www.vtfarmtoplate.com

http://www.vtfarmtoplate.com/


Module 3: Primary Data Collection

 Discussion of when and how to supplement 
with primary data collection.

 Detailed information about: 

 Qualitative and quantitative methods – including 
best practices for sampling, surveying, 
interviewing, etc.

 How to integrate primary and secondary data to 
tell your story and examples of where this has been 
done successfully.

Module 3



Words of caution before you begin…

 Primary data collection, analysis, and 
interpretation requires skill and training.

 It often costs, at a minimum, several 
thousand dollars to conduct even a small 
study. 

 You may need to hire people to test and 
administer the surveys/interviews, pay for 
travel, compensate respondents for their time, 
etc.

Module 3



Is it Time to Collect Primary Data?

 Review and re-evaluate your goals and 
objectives.

 Have you tried to answer your questions 
with secondary data?

 Why aren’t the secondary data good 
enough?

 What else do you need to know?

 Do you have the time and resources to 
continue?

Module 3



Case Study: Farmers Market in Michigan

 Farmers Market Data
 Vendor sales for fresh produce at each 

market, as reported by the vendors.

 Foot traffic, as recorded by the market 
manager.

Module 3
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Types of Primary Data Collection

 Surveys

 Example: Dot survey at a farmers market.

 Interviews or Focus Groups
 Example: Convene small group to discuss a 

set of questions.

 Example: Interview farmers at their farms.

 Observations 

 Example: Count shoppers at a farmers 
market.

Module 3



Sampling Methods

 Probabilistic sample
 Target a certain group to serve your needs (farmers).

 Quota sample
 Set targets or limits for groups of respondents.

 Helps eliminate some bias.

 Snowball sample
 Ask your respondents to identify additional respondents.

 Convenience sample
 Find respondents who are most convenient (farmers’ 

market shoppers).

 Easiest and least expensive.

Module 3



Qualitative Methods

Observations and interviews

 There is a broad array of things to look for, 
such as:
 Participants (who is there, how many, what are their 

demographic attributes); 

 Behaviors (what do they do, for how long);

 Interactions (who do they talk to, work with, what is 
the non-verbal communication happening);

 Physical environment (sights, sounds, climate, 
location);

 Outcomes (what happens as a result). 

 Open-ended text questions on a survey.

Module 3



Qualitative Interviews

 Interviews may involve one-on-one 
discussions, or convening a focus group.

 It is good to assemble a formal list of 
questions but you may choose to deviate 
from that list.
 One response may provoke you to ask deeper 

questions.

 Open-ended questions allow respondents to 
respond in their own words.

 Group interviews may collect more 
insights, but some respondents may 
remain quiet.

Module 3



Case Example: Dot Surveys

 Dot Poster Surveys, also known as 
Rapid Market Assessments

 Developed by researchers at Oregon State 
University to gather information from 
farmers’ market patrons. 

 Many advantages:

 Simple to administer, responses are easily 
tallied, and possible to get a large set of 
responses in a short period of time. 

 Respondents report that this method is faster 
to complete, more fun, and less intrusive 
than written surveys or face-to-face 
interviews. 

Module 3



Case Example: Dot Surveys

USDA

Module 3



• Large compilation of secondary data sources:

• Federal Census, Ag Census, CDC, ERS, BEA, BLS.

• Farm Production Balance using BEA data:

• 2,193 U.P. farmers sell $91.7 million of food 
commodities per year (1989-2011 average), spending 
$93.6 million to raise them, for an annual loss of $1.8 
million. This is an average net loss of $820 per farm. 

Upper Peninsula (Michigan) 
Local Farm & Food Economy 

Ken Meter, 2013

Module 3 March 2017



Upper Peninsula (Michigan) Local Farm & Food 
Economy (2013) 

Total leakage:
$744 million

Farmers suffer $1.8 
million production 

losses / year

Farmers 
buy $42 
million of 
outside 
inputs

Consumers spend 
$700 million buying 

food from outside

Module 3



Let the Data Speak

 Use graphs, 
charts, maps, 
& 
infographics

Source: Raja et al.
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Craft a Narrative

 Highlight local projects alongside hard data.

 Highlight good stories from stakeholder interviews.

 Use your community engagement process to identify 
recommendations and actionable items. 

 Be aware of inherent group biases.

March 2016



Craft a Narrative

“I don’t have a 
positive outlook 
on row crops. I 
am looking for 
new products 
where I don’t 

have to deal with 
commodity 
exchanges.” 

Farmer adds vegetables to cotton farm
Photo © Ken Meter, 2015

Module 3



ENGAGING YOUR COMMUNITY:  
INTERPRETING AND ACTING ON DATA

MODULE 4

Integrating the Community’s Voice 
into your Assessment…

March 2017



PROFILING
• Median household income about $18,000-23,000 and median 

age 27
– For that demographic:

• buy baby and children’s products, food, and clothing most frequently
• shop primarily at discount stores and occasionally at department stores 
• enjoy eating at fast-food restaurants several times a month 
• take their children to nearby city parks and playgrounds 
• annual travel destination is probably to a theme park
• watch daytime courtroom and talk show programs and primetime TV 

shows 
• would rather go to the movies than rent films to watch at home 
• buy game systems for their children and listen to urban radio

• Spend about $180 annually on fresh vegetables





Profile



Retail Market Place: Well Springs



Possible locations



Traffic Counts



Traffic Counts



More Traffic Counts



Expenditures



Expenditures









Census Data



Expenditure Survey



Output

Year Annual

2005 138

2006 151

2007 144

2008 158

2009 171

2010 160

2011 165

2012 161

2013 185

2014 174

2015 168



Output



ENGAGING YOUR COMMUNITY:  
INTERPRETING AND ACTING ON DATA

MODULE 4

Integrating the Community’s Voice 
into your Assessment…

March 2017



Interpreting Data

 Interpretation is an ongoing and iterative process.

 Review and re-evaluate your goals and objectives.

 Conditions in your food system will change over 
time. 

 Review your data and conclusions to make sure they are still 
valid.

 Engage your analyst up front.

March 20162016 Food Hub Conference



Interpreting Data

Questions to pose at each stage:

 What have we learned so far? 

 How do we interpret the data we collected?

 What information gaps or data needs remain?
 Can additional information help to tell a story and prioritize 

action steps?

March 20162016 Food Hub Conference



Comparative Analysis

 Look for ways in which your community is unique 
within a region, and over time:

 Higher than average incomes and expenditures.

 High rates of rural to urban conversion.

 Etc.

 This can help identify priority projects or issues, or 
local assets.

March 20162016 Food Hub Conference



Common Data Pitfalls

 Not all 
changes are 

significant

 Correlation
does not 

equal 
causation

March 20162016 Food Hub Conference



Let the Data Speak

 Community meetings can be an ideal place to solicit 
feedback on areas of interest or importance. 

 These serve as an additional way to corroborate and 
ground-truth your data findings.

 Sharing data is another strategy to keep key 
influential partners engaged.

March 20162016 Food Hub Conference



Let the Data Speak

 Use graphs, charts, maps, and infographics.

 Be prepared for additional data requests.

 Compose a “canned response” with a couple of key indicators.

March 20162016 Food Hub Conference



Focus Your Findings

 Focus on 3-5 key issues.

 Leave insignificant findings or unfinished lines of 
inquiry out of the main report.

 Compose an Executive Summary and topic specific 
factsheets.

March 20162016 Food Hub Conference



March 20162016 Food Hub Conference

Takoma Park, 
Maryland
Used with permission



Mapping an Urban Vision

March 20162016 Food Hub Conference

Map by Brendan 
Heberlein 2016



• Day 2, March 21, 8am-noon

• 8:00 Review of lessons learned on Day 1 (Alan Hodges)

• 8:15     Module 5: Analyzing the linkages and economic 
contributions of local foods 

– Dawn Thilmany

• 9:00 Modules 6 & 7 How to Frame and/or Identify a Good Study

– David Hughes

• 9:30     Break

• 9:45 Group learning exercise: report findings to general group

– Led by UF and Toolkit Team Members

• 11:00 Questions and discussion

• 11:30 Evaluation (Alan Hodges)

• 12:00 Adjourn--lunch on your own

Training Workshop Agenda



Analyzing the linkages and economic 
contributions of local foods

MODULE 5

Integrating the Community’s Voice 
into your Assessment…
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Primary Elements of Module 5

How to conceptualize the local foods system and 

changes that may be occurring in an economic 

context:

Basic community economics concepts;

Input-output model terminology and basic 

structure;

How a multiplier is calculated;

And, economic impact analysis limits and 

cautions.

Module 5



Clarifying Economic Terms

 Growth is a dynamic concept that looks at change over a 

period of time.

Growth is synonymous with expansion; for example, more 

jobs, more people, more businesses, or more income. 

 In contrast, development is related to improvement relative to 
some starting condition, or sustained progress toward a 

particular goal. 

 This could be movement toward a more sustainable use of 

resources, or enhancing the quality of life in the community.

 Growth is relatively easy to measure whereas development is 

a more nebulous concept.

Module 5



Clarifying Economic Terms

 Impact tends to be associated with a specific 

event or change in behavior and can be static or 

dynamic. 

Consequently, impact assessment is comparing 

and contrasting what a community looks like 

before and after a particular event or change in 

behavior.

Often referred to as a shock.

Or, “but for” our scenario, the economy would 

have...

Module 5



Economic Impacts of Local Foods

One way to frame the impact of local food growth is 

considering it import substitution. 

When locally produced foods are substituted for 

imported items, stronger regional linkages are forged. 

If local foods production and consumption increase, 

there are economy-wide consequences.

Money that previously left the economy stays and is 

allowed to multiply through.

Module 5



Farm Share of Local Food

 In mainstream supply 

chains, farmers retain only 

17.4 cents of the 

consumer food dollar on 

average.

Different story in local food 

systems…

 Food hubs often return 

between 75 to 85 percent 

of their wholesale sales 

revenues to their 

producers.

*USDA ERS report http://www.ers.usda.gov/media/122609/err99_1_.pdf
**USDA AMS report http://dx.doi.org/10.9752/MS046.04-2012

Farm Share of U.S. Consumer Food Dollar (2012)

http://www.ers.usda.gov/media/122609/err99_1_.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.9752/MS046.04-2012


Intervale Food Hub, Burlington, VT

 Intervale works with producers 

to determine prices based on 

actual production costs for 

producers and what the market 

can realistically manage. 

 Intervale’s producers generally 

net 60-70% of the retail revenue 
obtained from CSAs and 85% of 

the revenue obtained from 

distribution to wholesale 

customers through the hub. 

https://www.intervalefoodhub.com

https://www.intervalefoodhub.com/


Multipliers (continued)

Measures how dense the supply chain (a.k.a., linkages) 

associated with the event is within the study region.

 As the multiplier grows, it indicates that there are more components of the 

supply chain present locally 

Usually described in 3 parts:
 Direct impact: this is the event causing the local change

 Indirect impact: this is the change to local firms due to purchases by the event 

(e.g., increased production due to purchases by the new firm)

 Induced impact: this is the change in household consumption due to the 

creation of new income by the direct and indirect impacts

Module 5



Multipliers (continued)

 Multipliers capture “backwards” linkages.

Based upon the existing economy, multipliers tell you how much 

additional production could be stimulated based upon the event’s 

input needs.

 It cannot forecast future demand for the product being produced.

Highly dependent upon the assumptions used!

 Jobs created and their wage distribution

 Event’s use of locally produced inputs

 Technology used by the event
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A Visual Representation
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Example of Industry Sectors Impacted by 

Increased Demand for Food Hub
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indirect effects (Total = $0.42) induced effects (Total = $0.22)
Source: Jablonski, Schmit, and Kay 2016
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Reliable Local Foods Impact Estimates

 We use input-output (I-O) models to produce our multipliers:

 I-O models allow us to track the flow of transactions between 

local industries, sales by industries to households, and to other 

“final users” of goods or services (e.g., government). 

 They are specified for particular geographies.

Most analysts use IMPLAN (IMpact Analysis for PLANning) for 

their I-O analysis because of its ease of operation, 

transparency,  and modifiability.
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Finally, Properly Defining the Study Area

 The study area is the boundaries of the 

“local” or regional economy you intend to 

study. 

 Determining what constitutes local can 

have a decisive impact on the results: the 

larger the definition of local, the more inter-

industry linkages exist.

 To isolate the effects of an impact, create 

as small a study area as possible, while still 

including the areas necessary to capture 

all of the important effects. 

 It is rare that a sub-county area has the 
characteristics of a functional economic area. It is 
usually recommended that a county should be the 
smallest unit of analysis. 
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Finally, Properly Defining the Study Area

 Elements to consider:
Availability of secondary data for your region.

Geographic area of the majority of assessment team 
members.

 Location of labor force.

 Target audience:

Project funded by a State agency, defining local food by State is 
appropriate.

Assessing the impact of an initiative or policy is to participating 
producers, defining your study area based on the locations and 
distribution patterns of the participating farms is appropriate.

 Functional (and defensible) market area is critical 
to a valid analysis.

Multiple study areas show the range of potential 
impacts. Module 5
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